HIGHLIGHTS AT-A-GLANCE

ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress

Registrant/Attendance Stats:

- 4,708 attendees from 89 countries
- 1,900 first-time attendees
- 60% of congress attendees went digital with the congress web platform / mobile app

Released Presentations:

- Meeting featured nearly 2,500 presentations
- Over 85% of presentations given at ISPOR Vienna are already available online (presentations are added as speaker permission is received)

Social Media Posts: #ISPORVienna

What did delegates tweet about during the congress?

NICEScientificAdvice @NICESciAdvice
#ISPORVienna showed the importance of scientific advice in order for synergy between regulators and #HTA

Richard Charter @RichardCharter
R. Tarricone: There is room for improvement in early dialogue for evidence generation for #MedicalDevices in #Europe. @ISPORorg #ISPORVienna

Sarah Garner @drsarahgarner
I personally think new payment models needed. Other payers don’t. We need fair prices @AdaptSmartMI #ISPORVienna

Flóra Raffai @Flora_Raffai
Very interesting discussion about definitions around #patientengagement and the value of creating common definitions and terms #ISPORVienna

Vincent Leprou @VincentLeprou
Jo de Cock #NIHDI : “differential pricing means not automatically that a price is equitable or affordable” It make sense ! #ISPORVienna

More highlights and photos from the ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress can be found on pages 30-31.
The complete photo gallery is available online at www.ispor.org » ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress
The ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress, “Managing Access to Medical Innovation: Strengthening the Methodology-Policy Nexus,” brought together more than 4,700 delegates from 89 countries on 29 October – 2 November 2016 in Vienna, Austria. Congress delegates included health ministries and government officials, leading researchers and academicians, public and private payers, health technology assessment bodies, decision makers, patients, patient advocates, and other key health care stakeholders.

Commenting on ISPOR’s role in facilitating these global discussions, CEO and Executive Director Nancy Berg noted, “Our commitment to strengthen the integrity, understanding, and use of health economics and outcomes research is at the core of everything ISPOR does—and the 19th Annual European Congress was the perfect embodiment of that core principle.”

Plenary Sessions

Short Courses and Sessions
Exhibits and Posters

Social Event and ISPOR Moments

We hope these photos capture some of the energy and highlights from the Vienna meeting. We hope to see many of the same and even several new faces at ISPOR’s 2017 meetings!


MARK YOUR CALENDARS
22nd Annual International Meeting
Boston, MA, USA | May 20-24, 2017

6th Latin America Conference
São Paulo, Brazil | 15-17 September, 2017

20th Annual European Congress
Glasgow, Scotland | 4-8 November, 2017